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Measuring Internet Censorship with OONI
The OONI Measurement Aggregation Toolkit (MAT) meets the 

Measurement, Analysis and Tools (MAT) Working Group



Internet censorship 
is the intentional control or suppression 

of what can be accessed, published, 
or viewed on the internet.



Why measure Internet censorship?

● Provide evidence to support advocacy efforts fighting internet censorship worldwide

○ ISPs or governments cannot claim plausible deniability of blocking events

● Provide a public archive with longitudinal open data on internet censorship worldwide

● Oversight and transparency into what is blocked and how it’s blocked around the world

● Support researchers that study internet censorship with technical data

● Support developers that need technical data to improve their tools



Censorship during elections



Censorship during political 
transitions



Censorship during conflicts



Censorship impacting marginalized 
communities



Censorship during protests



https://ooni.org/post/2022-iran-technical-multistakeholder-report 

https://ooni.org/post/2022-iran-technical-multistakeholder-report/#mobile-network-outages


Iran Censorship Timeline of Events: 
16 Sep - 16 Oct 2022



A digital “curfew” blocked all mobile 
Internet use for 13 consecutive evenings.

Internet Outage Detection 
and Analysis (IODA) is an 
open-source project at 
Georgia Tech that provides 
measurements of the 
connectivity of Internet 
infrastructure at the 
country, subnational and 
Internet operator level that 
is available via a public, 
online dashboard 
(https://ioda.live).

https://ooni.org/partners/ioda/
https://ooni.org/partners/ioda/


Several social media platforms were 
newly blocked



App stores were blocked



…and browser extension repositories



Encrypted DNS started to be blocked



HTTP/3 and QUIC were blocked



IPv6 was blocked on Irancell



How can you do this research 
on your own?



Free software project (born under The Tor 
Project) aimed at empowering decentralized 
efforts in increasing transparency of internet 
censorship around the world.

Since 2012, the OONI community has collected 
more than a billion network measurements 

from 241 countries and territories, shedding 
light on internet censorship worldwide.



OONI Probe

https://ooni.org/install/



Measurement Aggregation Toolkit (MAT):
Accessing OONI Data 

https://explorer.ooni.org/chart/mat

1.8 Billion measurements
241 countries and territories

26.6k networks



Sometimes the signal is clear…



less clear, but still easy



breaking down by network, helps

https://explorer.ooni.org/chart/mat 

https://explorer.ooni.org/chart/mat


Blocking of RFERL sites during KZ 
elections?



Throttling of RFERL sites



Throttling of RFERL sites



● Join community discussions: 
https://slack.ooni.org 

● Run OONI Probe: 
https://ooni.org/install/

● Analyze OONI data: 
https://ooni.org/data/

Get Involved

https://slack.openobservatory.org
https://ooni.io/install/
https://ooni.io/data/


Questions?

contact@ooni.org

@OpenObservatory

github.com/ooni

https://slack.ooni.org/

mailto:contact@openobservatory.org
https://twitter.com/OpenObservatory
https://github.com/ooni

